
 

 

Review -  

Casey and Hannigan explore the spatial and temporal transferability of field calibration models 

(specifically linear models (LMs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs)) for two sensors, O3 (e2vO3) 

and CO2 (eltCO2), reported by the integrated U-POD sensor package.  By ‘spatial/temporal 

transferability’ they mean a determination as to whether a calibration model trained from sensor co-

location (with reference instrumentation measuring target species) at one location works effectively when 

that same sensor system is then deployed at a different location.  As the authors point out, changing the 

micro-environment (and local air pollution source contributions to that unique environment) may pose 

additional complications/challenges when trying to reconcile quantitative measurements with low-cost 

sensors.  The authors make some attempt to separately describe temporal and spatial extension to better 

understand whether time-alone undermines the accuracy of the calibration models or change of location.  

While the topic of sensor calibration and extension of calibration models across a diverse set of 

deployment scenarios is of fundamental importance to the field of low-cost AQ sensing, the paper, as 

written, largely fails to pull together a coherent narrative from which active participants in the low-cost 

AQ measurement space could easily glean useful, actionable information.  To be clear, the topic of sensor 

quantification is inherently complex, and the authors undertake an ambitious analysis spanning 3 years of 

data from 10 U-POD systems deployed across 4 micro-environments.  There are important lessons to be 

learned from their efforts, but at present these lessons are not brought to the fore of the paper and as a 

result are easily lost to the reader.  

Throughout the manuscript the authors refer back to their published work (Casey et al., 2017).  In the vast 

majority of instances in which this reference is provided, there is little to no contextual detail explicitly 

drawing the lines of connectivity between the current work and the previous work.  Seeking out the exact 

evidence that exists in the earlier work and relating its relevance to the current work is left entirely up to 

the reader.  Overall, this referencing needs to be done in a manner that is not vague and does not require 

that the reader be intimately familiar with the previous work.  The paper would also be strengthened if the 

unique and novel insights that result from the current work were more clearly differentiated from the 

Casey et al., 2017 effort. 

There are seemingly contradictory statements throughout the text.  These tend to originate from the 

authors’ desire to provide a clear-cut answer as to whether or not a given model ‘worked’ in a given case 

study under a given environmental sampling condition.  The fact of the matter is, low-cost AQ sensor 

quantification is extremely convoluted and often times the validity of data can be somewhat ambiguous.  

Faced with this level of complexity, the current manuscript fails to provide a succinct and systematic 



evaluation/reporting approach, and as such main (and important) take-home lessons from their work are 

lost.   

 

Specific comments:  

 

• L9.  Avoid ending sentence with ‘to’ 

• L13:  this is one of the core conclusions:  the resilience of a given calibration model depends on 

the circumstances of the deployment for that same sensor system.  As such, the paper would be 

strengthened if the authors focused the narrative on succinctly describing such dependences and 

circumstances relating these factors back to the sensitivity, selectivity, and stability of each 

sensor system and sensor type.  This language is far too vague, especially for an abstract.  What 

circumstances?  

• L15: ‘a number’  - again, this is too vague.  Define exactly how many of the case studies were 

characterized has having superior AAN models and how many were just as well served with an 

LM model 

• L16:  This line suggests that people should model CO2 with ANNs not LMs.  The more detailed 

discussion in the body of the paper contradicts this assertion.  

• L19: subscript O3 

 

      

 



 

• L11: What is the difference between supervised learning methods and ANNs?  This warrants a 

more detailed description / definition.  

• L15:  This sentence (bracketed in red) -  is very important, but also very wordy and hard to 

follow.   Related to this assertion, it is not clear how the authors disentangle the temporal and 

spatial domain from one another, particularly the temporal domain.  Time-decay patterns in the 

data are going to be present whether or not the sensor system has been moved to a different 

location.  How would one ascribe difference in that case to a spatial domain and not temporal 

domain?  

• ‘hold up’ this language is too casual and used throughout the text.  Consider re-wording.   

 

Section 1.2 

• L28:  ‘A number of enclosures..’  define the number. 

• If Casey et al., 2017 demonstrated the ANN results for CO2 and O3 in the Spring of 2017 in 

Greeley, CO; is that same data being presented as a portion of this paper (as Figure 1 suggests).  

• The concluding sentences of this section nicely frame the motivation/need for the current work, 

consider bringing this to the fore of the paper / abstract, etc. 

Section 1.3 

• Final sentence:  It’s unclear why, if all of the U-POD sensor systems were equipped to measure 

CO and CH4 alongside CO2 and O3, analogous training/test matrix pairs are unavailable for 

these other species.   

Section 1.4 

• L20: ‘Very high levels of ozone’ – specify the actual concentration or concentration range 

• L23:  ‘a modeling study’ – is there really only one modeling study that shows this?  

• Final sentence:  ‘pooling’  avoid using words with common association different from the 

intended meaning.  Consider re-wording. ‘accumulating’? 



Section 2.1 

• L5: “with a number of low-cost gas sensors” – specify the actual number of sensors integrated in 

each U-POD 

 

 

 

• The authors identify that 10 U-POD systems were used in the previous and current work, but the 

vast majority of case studies (outlined in Figure 1.) utilize just 2 U-PODs at each location.  The 

authors need to more clearly describe in the text how the U-PODs were distributed throughout the 

work and whether all 10 U-PODs used in the current work had the same characteristic O3 and 

CO2 response when measuring the same air.  The sensor system age (time since manufacture 

date) and environmental-hysteresis (lifetime environmental exposure of a given UPOD system) is 

not mentioned anywhere in the text.  Do these factors not matter when analyzing the temporal 

extension of a given calibration model?  When considering the fundamental measurement 

principles of these particular gas sensors, does degradation occur due to gradual (or rapid) 

deposition of material onto active catalytic sites within the sensors?  If so, then the age of a given 

sensor and what’s it’s been exposed to over its lifetime, ought to factor in.. or at least deserve a 

mention.  

• The explanation of the training vs test sampling periods is confusing as written.  Given the nature 

of the experiment, doesn’t each UPOD system have to be co-located with reference 



instrumentation for the full duration of the period of study?  It sounds as though the authors 

aimed to bookend the distributed network measurements (‘testing period’ with a period of co-

location at a reference site in the general vicinity of the deployment (‘training period’) – but in 

order evaluate their models, they would have to retain a co-located reference measurement of O3 

and CO2 at all times in all locations.  Looking at the deployment timelines displayed in Figure 1, 

it is also evident from the Figure (but not from the text) that the vast majority (~75% or greater) 

of the total deployment time was used to train the nodes not test the resultant calibration models 

(~25% of the total time).  These train-to-test ratios appear to undermine the general applicability 

of the models to longer duration, distributed sensor measurements in which no co-located 

reference measurements are available.  The authors should make an effort to bridge the gap 

between how they were able to execute their experiments and how distributed low-cost AQ 

sensor systems will ultimately be deployed.   

 

• Highlighted in passage above:  

o L10:  define the number of sampling sites.  Eliminate vague language in the text.  

o L15:  same comment. 

o L21:  5 UPOD systems are purportedly used in the Boulder / CAMP 2014 work.  Figure 1 

lists 1 UPOD system as being active during that test.  Reconcile this.  

o L27:  Identify the actual ref. O3 measurement in the text here 

o Last sentence:  is this relevant to the current paper/study?  Not clear what ‘study’ the 

authors are referring to in this sentence.    

 



 

 

• L9:  The authors claim that the SJ Basin network was similarly executed for the DJ Basin.  DJ 

Basin is absent from Figure 1., replaced presumably by BAO.  It is unclear how many UPODs 

were deployed to the DJ Basin.  It’s very confusing trying to track in time and location the 

distribution of the 10 UPODs.  If I try and decipher the information in Figure 1, either 2 or 4 

UPOD units were deployed to the DJ Basin, which on the face of it, does not constitute a similar 

network deployment of 10x UPODs deployed to the SJ Basin (although, it seems that only 4 

and/or 7 UPOD units were deployed to the SJ Basin..   

• L13: The authors identify the BAO site as the relevant co-location site for the DJ Basin-deployed 

UPODS, but then point out that there were NO co-located reference instrumentation accessible 

for any of the distributed sampling sites.  What does this mean for evaluating / testing their 

models in the distributed network application?  

• L14-16:The authors state the GRET site housed all 10x UPOD systems for a year, but Figure 1 

indicates that only 2-6? UPOD systems were used at this location and only for shorter periods of 

time.  Again, the text is extremely hard to follow and the information in Figure 1 does not make it 

any clearer.   

• L26:  The only metal oxide sensor that’s relevant to the current work is the e2vO3 sensor.  The 

operational fundamentals of this sensor should be described: the raw signal processing, circuitry 



considerations, and known theoretical operational conditions that undermine the sensitivity, 

selectivity, and/or stability of the e2vO3 metal oxide sensor.   

• L29: ‘in a few’ Quantify the number of UPODs with faulty RH sensors 

• L31:  ‘nearby’:  Define the exact position relative to the faulty UPOD 

 

 

• Did the implementation of radio communication for the UPODs  have any impact on any of the 

other measurements in the system, beyond RH? 

• At the beginning of the paragraph, the authors state that the radio communication was active until 

November, but the substitute RH values from the Picarro were only applied up to October 1 (later 

part of the paragraph).  This is confusing.   

• Generally speaking, faulty or absent RH measurements on-board the UPOD (or any low-cost AQ 

sensor system that suffers from environmental interference) is a potentially widespread issue 

across the emerging field.  I think the authors missed an opportunity to discuss their work-around 

in more detail and comment on the importance of maintaining stable RH measurements within 

any given low-cost AQ sensor system.   

o The completely unusable radio communication RH values and the drifting RH values 

mentioned in section 2.3 beg the question – do the authors think this is a failure on the 

RHT component itself or the circuitry of the UPODs. Again, if the evidence suggests the 

former, that is useful empirical data for others in the field.   

o Where is RH measured specifically within each UPOD.  Is the measurement internal to 

the box or positioned in a manner to provide a true ambient RH measurement?  What are 



the implications of using alternative RH data sources that are not on-board the same 

UPOD?   

• If median values were used for the co-located reference instruments, but the data from those 

instruments was 1-min averages, how did the authors obtain reference measurement medians at 1-

min (the vast majority of temporal resolution used in the current work).  

• L19:  What % of the total data used in training/testing each UPOD was removed due to this 5-min 

null data condition?  

 

Section 2.4 

• L32 ‘using methods described previously’, given the importance of the LMs and ANNs in the 

current work, each model should be described in more detail in the manuscript. 

• P7L6 – need reference for Bayesian Regularization 

• The concepts of early stopping, hidden neurons, and hidden layers need to be described 

 

 
 

• Highlighted sentence is confusing as written.  How can there be multiple ‘best’ preforming 

models? 

• Does section 2.2 really succinctly describe each training/testing dataset pair?  

 

Section 3.1 

• This is the first place in the text of the manuscript where the limited extent of co-location upon 

distributed field deployment is described and how the 10 UPODs are reconciled against such 

limitations.   

• For the purposes of the current study, if there is no co-location with reference, is it still a relevant 

data point?  Can the authors effectively ‘test’ their model under these circumstances?  



• This section P8L3 is also the first mention of reducing/oxidizing interfering gas species – this 

potential deserves a more detailed explanation in the context of the specific micro-environment 

source contributions 

• The overall discussion of factors impacting differences between the two Basin depolyments is 

fairly scattered.  It would be more beneficial to the reader if the authors could draw more specific 

lines of connectivity between environmental or pollution source contributions and the robustness 

(or lack of robustness) in the model.  

 

 

• eltCO2, temp, absHum should be human readable, this is the first time these parameters appear in 

the text.  I understand that they were listed in the table describing UPOD guts, but they should be 

spelled out here.    

• L18: it is unclear to what extent the current work and the previous work are duplicated here?  

Does the previous work form the basis for determining the optimal set of input parameters to train 

the ANN model and those same set of input parameters were found to be optimal again in this 

second application or are the actual applications overlapping and therefore the result is 

redundant?  This is an example where I find the self-referential context to Casey et al., 2017 

confusing (and lacking specific differentiating information).  

• The under-prediction / over-prediction behavior of all four UPODs warrants more discussion.  

What environmental conditions are pushing the model beyond its limits?  What is the 

fundamental (under-the-hood) reason for the interference in the first place (based on sensor 

fundamentals)? 

• Why did the majority of UPODs stop logging data during the deployment?  Did the system over-

heat?  What fraction of the total possible sample time was missed?  



Section 3.1 continued..  

 

 

Highlighted above:  

• L6-9:  Discussion is confusing and language is too casual:  “did not make a big difference” – 

too vague.  Quantify based on the statistical analysis of the model test data.  When 

considering the benefit of including extra sensor inputs in the training matrix for their models, 

again the Authors are drawing comparisons to their earlier work (Casey et al, 2017) but it’s 

not really clear how this improves/informs the current work – besides stating that the 

inclusion of the parameters didn’t make the data product worse.    

• L10 e2vCO2 does not exist as a sensor metric in the UPODs. 

• L15:  ‘all the UPODS’  how many is this again? 



 

• L19: ‘For a number of UPODs’:  state the number.  

• L21: ‘for some of the sites..’: which sites?   

• L15-22:  this paragraph seems to say that the ANN training matrix determined to be optimal 

in Casey et al., 2017 was also found to be optimal in the current work, with inclusion of all 

peripheral sensors to the input training matrix for O3.  But they also state that the LMs data 

products were just as good (or better) when compared to the ANN models. This result seems 

important, but not really discussed further. The results are left vague.  Conclusions as to why 

this might be the case are absent.   

• L27: ‘had bad RH data’ – as noted in a section that doesn’t exist.  What is bad RH data?  

• L29: ‘relatively far away’ – how far?  Again.  These details matter. 

• L30-31:  Apparently one of the major results from Casey et al., 2017 is an extreme sensitivity 

to RH when using ANN’s to quantify O3.  Given the failure of the RH sensor throughout 

much of the work presented in the current work, it seems critically important that this RH-

sensitivity be discussed in much greater detail in the current work, not simply stated in an 

off—handed matter with a reference to the prior work.  

• L32:  ‘had a different reference instrument’  what was the instrument and why do the authors 

think that this particular reference instrument was in error, subsequently disrupting the 

validity of their calibration model? 

• L34 – carried into highlighted passage below:  The authors indicate that the sampling sites or 

the circumstances discussed previously are the reason for the poor model performance, not 

the sensors comprising the UPODs.  First, WHAT circumstances specifically, and what 

specifically about the sampling sites?  This level of non-explanation is unacceptable.  

 



 

• L22:  brief excursions of high humidity – how brief?  How high?   

• Can the authors comment on the role that humidity transients play in fundamental sensor 

response?  The description of the high and low bias resulting from the models at different 

locations and different times of day is difficult to follow.  What are the common response 

characteristics and failings of the model that manifest across the case studies featured here?  What 

are the lessons learned and how can these lessons better inform ANN model development moving 

forward?  

Section 3.2.1  

• Extrapolation of the ANN and LM models is problematic.  Why?  If the full-span of O3 (or CO2) 

concentration encountered in the field deployment is not covered in the training set for the model, 

is the model incapable of reasonably extrapolating?   

Section 3.2.2 

• L15: post-test deployment co-locations: It’s unclear what is meant by ‘post-test’, please clarify.  

• L16: state the # of UPODs 

• The concept of extrapolation in time is confusing.  Please clarify what is meant by this?  

Generating a model at time X and then applying that same model to time X-Y?  

• The authors identify coal-fired power plants as an important near-field (‘close-by’) pollutant 

source that could contribute a specific (unique) pollutant signature that could render the utility of 

the Figaro sensor useless.  Did the CO2 response of the UPODs or reference instruments or CO 



response of the sensor measurements indicate a near-field power plant plume across the 

deployment area?  

Section 3.2.3 

• How specifically was ‘time’ included as a raw input vector in the training matrix?  Absolute 

time?  Time since start of deployment?  Time since calibration?  Time since sensor manufacture?  

• L11-12:  “…LMs outperformed ANNs with notable instability associated with the performance of 

ANNs when time was included as an input.”  In the previous sentence the authors stated that time 

was useful predictor of CO2.. but the last sentence appears to contradict this assertion.  The fact 

that LMs outperformed ANNs for CO2 also contradicts general assertions made in the abstract.  

• The authors should comment on the notion that time-sensitive response patterns in sensors 

indicates that some level of time-decay.  Is this the case with the CO2 sensor and that’s why time 

as a input parameter in the model makes such a big difference?  Is there some fundamental reason 

why the ANNs would be poorly suited to model time-decay patterns in the sensors?   

Section 3.2.4 

• L23-24 – final sentence in this section is very important.  Where the faulty RH (and necessity of 

substituting RH from alternate sources) degraded the models, if enough RH variability was 

captured with the suite of peripheral metal oxides sensors, the RH-interference could be 

effectively modeled without explicit RH inputs.  It would seem important to emphasize this point 

a bit more prominently and discuss further – especially in the context of overcoming some of the 

RH-measurement shortfalls elsewhere in the manuscript through similar means.  

4. Conclusions 

• Supervised learning techniques – generally, the manuscript lacks a description of what is meant 

by this -  

• L19-20 the concepts of temporal and spatial extension are still a bit confusing here.  Earlier 

statements to clarify exactly what is meant by each condition would be helpful.  

• L24:  how does one move something in terms of its temporal coverage?  

• L1-3P16:   LMs appear to be more robust when applied to a changing deployment condition – but 

then the authors hedge and say that they “… were not able to fully represent some of the complex 

nonlinear response behavior exhibited by the arrays of sensors.”   So a linear model can’t model 

nonlinear behavior?  The statement needs to be more specific.   

• L7: “..data is almost a band running vertically in a range of CRMSEs.”  Data running in ‘a band’ 

doesn’t aid in the interpretation of the data.  Re-phrase to address the statistical product that 

results from the bias that was encountered.  

• Final paragraph:  how ‘generalizable’ are the models developed here?  It would seem that despite 

having done an exhaustive amount of work, each individual UPOD system still required its own 

ANN or LM based on co-located data and raw sensor data from that individual sensor system.  

While the input matrix of raw sensor signals may be more generalizable, the models themselves 

appear to be very much node-specific, at least in so far as what has been shown in the paper.   

• It is unclear how the extension of the model frameworks discussed in the current paper can be 

used in the context of low-cost electrochemical sensors  

 

 


